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TESTIMONT OF DR. BRUCE A. BOLT

My name is Bruce A. Bolt. I testified previously in this

proceeding during July 1975 on the subject of seismology. I

further testified in this proceeding in March 1978. At that

time, I evaluated the USGS's postulates for the two mt -imum

earthquakes in the region around the Skagit site, which they

think should control the SSE.

I am a professor of seismology in the Department of Geology

and Geophysics and the director of the seismographic stations

at the University of California at Berkeley. Attached hereto

is an updated statement of my educational and profesrional

qualifications, including an updated list of publications.

I have been asked by the Applicants to address the subject

of correlation between ground acceleration and (a) the

magnitude and (b) the intensity of an earthquake. The Board

raised this subject in a recent hearing (Tr . 14,20 2. ) In the

course of my discussion I will review ' gain my evaluations of

the two USGS postulates.
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Correlation of Acceleration with Magnitude

One method of assessing acceleration at the Skagit site is

to use curves which correlate acceleration with earthquake

magnitude. An example of such a curve appears in Figure la,

which is from Schnabel and Seed (1973). This particular cor-

relation was mentioned by the Board in its request for

clarification of methodology. This is applicable to the

earthquake postulated by the USGS on the Devil's Mountain Fault.

The Schnabel and Seed correlations in Figure la were

derived from recorded and computed data from earthquakes in the

western United States and Mexico, including the 1971 San

Fernando earthquake. Schnabel and Seed plotted the maximum

(i.e. peak) acceleration measured on rock against the distance

of the recording instrument (a strong motion accelerometer)

from the causative fault. As was found by Schnabel and Seed,

the plotted points are rather scattered because earthquakes

have different mechanisms (e.g. strike slip-movement v. thrust

movement) and occur in different geological environments.

Nevertheless, for each level of magnitude studied, Schnabel and

Seed found that the plotted data points fell within a definable

range. They indicated that the range represents the upper and

lower bounds within which the peak acceleration values are

likely to lie. The ranges for magnitudes of about 5.2, 5.6 and

7.6 are shown by the cross hatched zones in Figure lb. The
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curves in Figure la show the average peak accelerotions at

various distances for a number of magnitudes (approximately

5.2, 5.6, 6.6, 7.6 and 8.5).

The Schnabel and Seed curves, which were published in the

Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, have been

widely used for engineering design purposes, The curves are

used in the following way. If one assumes that an earthquake

of a certain magnitude (for example magnitude 5.6) could occur

on a fault which is a certain distance (for example 20 milec)

from a site, then one enters the set of curves (Figure la) and

reads off the peak acceleration (in our example, about 0.09g).

Th* ranges from Figure Ib (in our example, 0.03g to 0.14g)

indicate the uncertainties involved.
A value within this range on the Schnabel and Seed correla-

tions can be selected to account appropriately for the type of
earthquake mechanisms to be expected in the situation under

consideration. For example, the earthquake postulated by the

USGS for Devil's Mountain Fault would probably arise from a

largely strike-slip rupture of the fault; that is, the ground

would move horizontally with very little vertical offset. In

my opinion, strike-slip earthquakes tend to produce somewhat

lower accelerations than do thrust-type mechanisms such as in

the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. It would follow that

correlations, such as from Schnabel and Seed, that contain data
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from many different earthquake mechanisms, are conservative for

a site which would be shaken mainly by a strike slip mechanism.

Application of a curve correlating peak accelecation with

magnitude and distance is not as straightforward as it may

seem. It calls for judgment based on the use to which the

acceleration values are to be put. A significant limitation to

be kept in mind is that even small magnitude earthquakes can

cause quite high peaks of acceleration. There are many

examples of this. A very recent example is the earthquake of 6

August 1979 on the Calaveras fault in central California. At

magnitude 5.9, this earthquake was only moderate in size. It

caused very little damage. It was well instrumented in that

six strong motion instruments were in the vicinity of the

ruptured fault. Wnat was interesting, however, was the re-

cording of a wide range of accelerations, up to 0.4g both

horizontally and vertically. Even more extrema examples can be

given, such as the peak horizontal accelerations of 0.6g or

greater that occurred during the aftershocks to the 1976

Oroville, California earthquake. The lack of correlation

between local magnitude and (of ten high) peak acceleration in

these nondamaging earthquakes is clear from Figure 2.

In these cases, the high peak accelerations are generally

of very short duration (high frequency) and thus have very

little energy associated with them. Consequently, they cause
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little or no damage to even quite weak structures. It would be

quite inappropriate to use these very high peak accelerations

that sometimes occur in small or moderate earthquakes to scale

the seismic design spectra for a substantial structure such as

a power plant or le.oe dam.

Let us now apply the above-describcd methodology to the

postulated maximum earthquake given by the USGS for the Devils

Mountain Fault. The highly conservative USGS postulate is a

shallow magnitude 7.0 to 7-1/4 earthquake on the Devil's Moun-

tain Fault, 21 kilcmeters (13 miles) from the site. I per-

formed this exercise in my prior testimony (follows Tr. 8566)

for a slightly greater earthquake (magnitude 7.5) , using cor-

relations by Schnabel and Seed and by others. Interpolating on

Figure la (See Figure 3 for interpolated curves drawn for

convenience) yields an average peak acceleration of about 0.349

for the 7-1/4 magnitude earthquake, which is the high value on

the range specified by the USGS. This value is less than the

0.35g value specified for the safe shutdown earthquake. The

acceleration value for magnitude 7.0 is 0.30g according to

Schnabel and Seed's curves so that there is room for the formal
uncertainty that arises in the drawing of the curve.

In preparing their curves, Schnabel and Seed did not

discount any of the instrumentally measured peak accelerations

which have high frequencies of little engineering
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significance. Neither did they discount any of the values for

topographic or structural considerations. As well, Schnabel

and Seed point out that "in.many cases, the effective

acceleration of a rock motion may be about 25 to 30 percent

less than the actual maximum acceleration of the motion." For

the above reasons, there is substantial conservatism in

adoption of 0.359 for the SSE value for the Skagit site so far

as the Devil's Mountain Fault postulate is concerned. .

Correlation of Acceleration with Intensity

A second method for estimating peak acceleration is to use

correlations between peak acceleration and the intensity of the

ground shaking. Unlike magnitude, intensity assessments do not

depend upon the instrumental measurement of ground motion, but

depend on actual observation of the effects of an earthquake.

Intensity is an older measure of earthquake siz3, which was in

use long before instruments were available to measure the

amplitude of earthquake waves and hence to calculate a magni-

tude.

Correlations between intensity and acceleration have been
'

widely used in nuclear power siting in the United States,

particularly in the eastern United States where the size of

earthquakes considered is usually less than in the west and the

historical record is longer than in the western states.
,
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Intensity, however, is a cruder measure of the size of an

earthquake than magnitude. Also, intensity presents problems

of application to the modern engineering concepts of the

dynamic response of structures as will become clear.

Intensity is assessed through the use of a descriptive

scale, such as the Modified Mercalli intensity scale of 1931.

At each intensity level on the scale are various indicators of

possible earthquake effects on people, vegetation, bodies of

water, the ground and buildings. For example, the intensity

VIII level on the Modified Mercalli scale (1956 version)
discusses the steering of cars being af fected, the partial

collapse of poor-quality masonry, the fall of stucco, the

breaking off of decayed piling, breaking off of tree branches,

and cracks in wet ground and on steep slopes. Therefore, each

level of the intensity scale contains many different kinds of

data.

During an earthquake, there are typically many damage and

felt reports within the meizoseismal area, which is the area of

the strongest shaking and most significant damage. For -

example, of 100 reports within a meizoseismal area, 30 might

fit indicators for intensity VIII, 80 for intensity VII, and

the other 10 might be appropriate for an intensity of VI or

less. What intensity should be selected in this example to

characterize the earthquake? Should it be the highest

1321 047
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intensity reported (VIII in our example) or a value

representative of the great majority of the reports in the

meizoseismal area (VII in our example). The results of this

decision will carry great weight in the correlations that are

made between intensity and peak acceleration. The practice in

most scientific and engineering correlations is to pick a

representative value out of the suite of observations and

calculate a measure of scatter such as the standard deviation.
In contrast, in most of the past intensity studies, the highest

intensity for the meizoseismal region is usually chosen. It is

very important to keep this practice in mind when considering

the amount of conservatism which is built into correlations
between intensity and peak acceleration. In the correlations

by (1) Coulter, Waldron and Devine (Figure 4), (2) Neumann

(Figure 5) and (3) Trifunac and Brady (Figure 5) , considered

below, the maximum reported intensity has been correlated

against the peak acceleration reported by instruments in the

general vicinity (not always the same site) .

Another importanc point to be kept in mind is that inten-

sity reports during an earthquake vary considerably depending
upon fcundation conditions. Many published intensity maps show

that there is less damage to structures founded on rock than to

similar ones en soil. One example is the 1965 Puget Sound

earthquake in which much higher intensities were found on the
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lowlands along the Duwamish River than on the surrounding high

ground. A second example is provided by the 1906 San Francisco

earthquake (magnitude 8-1/4.) Figure 6 shows the well-known

comparison by H. O. Wood of intensities and geology on the San

Francisco peninsula in the 1906 earthquake. The peninsula is

only 2 to 10 miles eaut of the San Andreas Fault. Intensities

varied from VI to X throughout the area. The comparison shows

how much the~ geologic conditions influenced the intensity.

Even when intensity X is observed on sand, silt and clay along

the shore, the intensity on rock (Franciscan) two miles away is
rated only as VI. In fact, contemporary reports from San

Francisco indicate that on rocky hills, such as Telegraph Hill,

even brick chimneys withstood the shake.

Before turning to correlations between intensity and peak

acceleration, it might also be helpful to review the place of

peak acceleration in the characterization of ground motion.

Two actual ground motion records will be examined for this

purpose. The first record, which is shown at the bottom of

Figure 7, is of the 1952 earthquake (M = 7. 2) in Kern County,g

California. This record was made on a strong motion instrument

at Taft, 28 miles f rom the epicenter. As one of the few strong

motion records of a really large earthquake, this record is

most important. Figure 7 shows that the horizontal shaking

continued for a considerable time (over 20 seconds) during

1321 049
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which the amplitude of the ground motion varied considerably.

The maximum amplitude, which is marked by an arrow on Figure 7,

corresponds to a peak single acceleration of about 0.18g.

Several other peaks approach this level. Also to be seen from

Figure 7 is that the frequency of the motion varied

considerably throughout the earthquake. We can see that the

ground shaking is quite strong. None of these additional

details are included in the simple measure of the peak

acceleration. However, the overall energy can be taken into

account in describing the response spectra for a proposed

structure. Conservatism can be built into this spectra,

depending upon the importance of the particular structure being
designed.

The second strong motion record (top of Figure 7) is of a

much smaller earthquake, a magnitude 4.6 California earthquake

near Melendy Ranch in 1972. The shaking lasted no more than

about 4 seconds. However, about nalf way through the

earthquake, there was a sharp peak of ground movement, lasting

a fraction of a second with an acceleration of about 0.79 The

energy in this motion is very small and would not be sufficient

to cause damage to even very weak structures.

It might well be asked that if even small earthquakes can

have very large peak acceleration, what is the point of making

the correlations that we have discussed? Let me stress again

1321 090
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that the judgment of the seismologist or the earthquake en-

gineer who is applying the correlations is very important.

These very small earthquakes should not be included in the

ccrrelations between either peak acceleration and magnitude or

peak acceleration and intensity when such correlations are

applied to the engineering of large structures. What should be

taken into account is not only the single highest peak accele-

ration but also the lesser peak accelerations which indicate

that substantial shaking continued at a certain acceleration

level for many cycles. This takes us to the idea of effective

peak acceleraticns which has been introduced into earthquake
engineering in recent years. The effective peak acceleration

can be thought of as the maximum acceleration in earthquakes on

rock or firm ground after the high frequencies that do not

affect sizable structures have been discounted. The concept of

effective peak acceleration makes the scaling value of maximum

acceleration much more stable and phys 2 'lly meaningful.
,

Let us now turn to some of the correlations that have been
made between peak acceleration and intensity on tl.e Modified

_

Mercalli scale. The first corr. elation iE'from Coulter, Waldron

and Devine and is shown in Figure 4. This correlation was

developed for use in the evaluation of the suitability of
proposed nuclear power plant sites. As can be seen on

1321 05I
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Figure 4, they have taken into account tha foundation condi-

tions where the intensity was assessed and where the accelera-

tion was measured on the strong motion accelerometer. Due to

the scatter in the data, a range of values is shown for any

given intensity. The curve should only be used to estimate a

peak acceleration from a specific intensity. Thus, for

intensity VI we can read of f a range of accelerations from

0.06g to 0.13g for firm bedrock.

The second correlation is one that I will call the

Neumann-Trifunac-Brady Curve. This curve summa'izes the work

done in 1954 by Frank Neumann, who incidentally was very fami-

liar with intensities and acceleration in the Puget Sound area,

and the more recent 1975 work using further data by Trifunse

and Brady. I have treated these curves as one since it is very

hard to draw them separately on an ordinary piece of graph
paper. This curve is shown on Figure 5. Once again, Neumann

and Trif unac and Brady plot the peak acceleration against the

intensity.

Also shown on Figure 5 are alternative curves, marked Bolt

that I published in 1978.- These curves depart substantially
from the Neuman.-Trifuaac-Brady curve. First the data are

selected diff erently from that of Neumann and that of Trifunac

and Brady with emphasis on the cases with high intensities.

Secondly, the intensity values used in deriving the Bolt curves

1321 052
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are representative intensity values, not the maximum intensity

values used in the other correlations. The representative

values were derived by taking the central tendency (actually

the modal line) of the histogram (frequency distribution) of

felt and damage reports from the meizoseismal area of each

earthquake studied. I explained the " central tendency"

methodology in my prior testimony.

The Bolt curves also were prepared to illustrate that the

correlation approach follcwed by Trifunac and Br207 was

unsatisfactory from a statistical point of view. Trifunac and

Brady assumed that there could be errors in the measurement of

the acceleration, but did not take into account errors of the

intensity. Yet, it is in the assessment of intensity that the

greatest uncertainty arises. Consequently, in making any

formal mathematical correlation between acceleration and inten-

sity, the error in assessment of intensity should be taken into

account. Figure 5 shows how much of a difference that con-

sideration makes. The dashed line (marked E) includes con-

sideration of the error in assessment of intensity whereas the

solid line (marked EF) does not consider the error. Obviously

the result is a very different slope.

!321 053
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Evaluation of USGS's Postulate Regarding 1872 Earthquake

Having reviewed several correlations between intensity and

acceleration, I would now like to consider the USGS's other

postulated maximum earthquake for the region around the Skagit

site. This is "an earthquake similar to the one that occurred

December 15, 1872 but having its epicenter sufficiently close

to the site that no attenuation effects be considered." Trans-

ferring the 1872 event to the plant site is generally agreed to

be highly conservative and speculative. (The intensity

observed in the Skagit site region in 1872 was, in all

published studies, no greater than MM VII.)

If the 1872 earthquake were transferred westward to the

Skagit site, the same general pattern of intensities would be

produced as were observed during the 1872 event. Another way

of viewing this " transfer" is that the intensity map for the

1872 event would be shifted to the west until it overlaid the
Skagit site area. Some regions around the site would be marked

by intensity IX, some by VIII and others by VII or VI,
depending in large part on foundation conditions.

The intensity pattern in the 1872 earthquake was generally

that the maximum intensities were assessed at sites on alluvial
materials along the edges of rivers and lakes. As previously

pointed out, this has been the common experience in other

earthquakes. Therefore, under the USGS pcstulate, ground

1321 054
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cracks and ejection of sand and mud (intensity IX) would

probably occur in and near tne Skagit Valley on unstable slopes

or along large river terraces. On the alluvial materials of

the floodplain, ground cracking, ejection of sand, and damage

to coorly constructed buildings might be found. These would be

assessed as intensities of VIII-IX and perhaps even X (" mud

shif ted horizontally on beaches") . On bedrocP, including that

at the site, the intensities would be lower, perhaps even much

lower. My judgment is that a maximum intensity of VIII or less

might be expected at the Skagit bedrock site in the occurrence

of the 1872 type event as postulated by the USGS.

Taking this upper value of intensity on the rock Skagit

site (intensity VIII) , reference can be made to the

correlations to estimate a peak acceleration level. From the

Coulter, Waldron and Devine correlation in Figure 4, intensity

VIII on firm bedrock yielda an average of about 0.18g and a

range of about 0.101 to 0.269 Similarly, the

Neumann-Trifunac-Brady curve in Figure 5 produces approximately

0.25g. These evaluations , it should be remembered, do not

separate soil f rom rock sites as do the Coulter , Waldron and

Devine values and no allowance is made for the scatter of

observed intensity values.

1321 055
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As I explained in my testimony in this proceeding in March

1976, I evaluated the meizoseismal area of the 1872

earthquake. I determined that the value representative of the
,

majority of the data, or the central tendancy of the data, is

about intensity VIII. I had previously assessed this

earthquake as VIII+, or a little less than halfway to IX.

This, of course, reflects ef f ects en soil. Suppose that even a

mar.imum intensity on the rock site ;tself midway between VIII
and IX is allowed. Then Coulter , Waldron and Devine's curve

for rock gives a range of 0.20g to 0.40g with a mean value of

0.28 ; the Neumann-Trif unac-Brady curve yields 0.35g and the9

Bolt curve gives 0.22g.

My conclusion is that the precision of formal estimation of

a peak acceleration from the acceleration-intensity method, for

the high intensities speculated for Skagit, is lower than that

of the acceleration-magnitude method unless special judgment is
applied. I concur with the USGS that the postulate on the 1872

earthquake can be accommodated by an SSE of 0.359

1321 056
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Mercalli scale) drawn by H. O. Wood after the 1906 San Francisco earthquake.
(b) A generalized geological map of San Francisco peninsula. Note the
ccrrelation between the geology and the intensity.

From " Earthquakes - A Primer", by B. A. Bolt (W. H. Freeman,
1978).
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